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From Applications to Fabrics

• Relevant application metrics
  • Statistical throughput/latency?
  • Other QoR metrics?
  • Energy per task/result?
  • BW per task/result?
  • Other resource efficiency metrics?
From Applications to Fabrics

• Emerging computation models
  • Statistical?
  • Probabilistic?
  • Neuro based?
  • Integration of hybrid models?
From Applications to Fabrics

- Microarchitecture components
  - Novel implementations of $X[t+1] = f(X[t])$
  - New state elements
  - New functional accelerators
  - New combinations
    - In-memory computing
    - In-sensor computing
From Applications to Fabrics

- Microarchitecture models
  - Error models?
  - Statistical models?
    - Functional
    - Speed
    - Energy
  - Derivation from device models?

Application Metrics
Computational Models
Microarchitecture Models
Device Models
From Applications to Fabrics

- Programming interfaces
  - Balance application specification needs with ease of mapping to microarchitectures
    - Instruction granularity
    - Appropriate intermediate representations
  - Mapping techniques
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From Applications to Fabrics

- Overarching issues
  - Specialization vs. generalization
    - Amortizing platform costs
    - Amdahl’s law like benefit limits
  
- Maximally leveraging existing application to device stacks
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